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     Chapter VI. Rayleigh Waves and the Supplements to the Bodily Waves. 
 1. To make the visco-elastic medium to have purely viscous character when  V = 0,  X' 
and in our strain-stress relation must vanish at all. In this case we  have 
    (a  ±at)at2320x+2,u,a2,,         PatVufor dilatational waves,   .(6. 1) 
    (a +—at2,  ( v, w)-at V(u,v,w) for shearing waves, 
in  place of (5. 1) and (5. 2) in the last chapter. 
     For plane waves propagating in x direction, (6. 1) is transformed to 
 (a  +   3  au  _  X  +   azu  at  t  p  Dx2 
 (a + ay   _ a2v  (6.  2)                         at/  atp3x2' 
                        (a +  3 1 aw=fc.a2w_
 at  /  atp • 
Put u A  eiK  (x—co, we get from the first equation of (6. 2) 
                                AX +2/L ”.2    i,cca(icc)2 •  (6. 3) 
Solving this for  g as the function of ice v, we get 
         1                              -a 2  K  v2=W1a  2NA71 +   1},   ,../6. 4) 
 V 
 which  gives  the  velocity  of propagation  vp and the damping coefficient  ocp of the longitudinal 
 waves. They are given by 
  2                  vpX±  
 P  v11+(   a  V )2  +
and / + (  a  )2   —  1  (6.5) 
 ocp  = 
 2  X+  2p, (  a  V  • 
                     p I) 
    Quite similarly we get from the second and the third equations of (6. 2) the velocity 
of  propagation and the damping coefficient of the  transverse waves  TES  follows:
and
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From these results we get the following quantities common to both t 
 Vp/ IX'± 2/i— v/ /P'=  /    2._          \I
p—s/  V—p iv71 + --/a721,                                                            v----) +
V
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The numerical values of these quantities are given in Table (6.  1) and 
parameter. 
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then the 
medium
 RAYLEIGH waves can be quite similarly treated as in the case of  ordinary elastic 
and obtained the following equation to give the velocity of propagation, 
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where x  =  (cics)2 and  c, is given by 
                                CS—\1W(6. 10) 
•   
 P' 
     The only difference in this case to the case of elastic waves is that M, A and  c, are 
all complex quantities. Accordingly c is also complex. Its real part gives the velocity of 
propagation and its imaginary  part the damping of the waves. The velocity of propagation 
is 
   / 2  v         VL — K\I  IL  I  2- - - =K\/ 1-6 I   a......... (6. 11) 
 p /\,1l +( a                                    •--).2                  + 1  P V 7 va+,V                                              vI1 +-r— 
                                                               a where K is the real root of (6. 9). 
     3. The components of displacements have also the similar analytic forms as in the case 
of the elastic medium or 
                                                                    
. _ . 
            u  = A(e-rz  —  2rs e-sz)eiK(x—ct), 
• 
  v  = 0,  (6.12) 
 
-  ,  '  ze,  ..= IA  Cr  e-rz  _ 2ric  _ e-sz)eig(x—ct). 
 K  ra  ±  s2 
But constants r, s, and  le are all complex quantities expressed by 
     VviI 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  • 
- ' K ='---  )1\11 ±-( aY + 1 + i//\/1 +( a2 + 11 
 kv 
       cK
\I—jI- v /                  V\/                                                                             )'P\22 
    np2  . (6. 13)  r2i= g2(I. _ r^••• ) 
               A +1110
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 S2.=  te(1 — —PC-2 ) . 
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    In the case A M, they have the following numerical  values  : 
                           r =  0.8476K and s  0.3940#c. 
As  K is a complex quantity, there are damping waves propagating in —z direction with two 
different velocities 
                      T—                0.91913 J- 2                         0.8476 V                            P %,1I\I 1 ± ( a)2                                                                —1 ,                 v (6. 14) 
              = 0.91.913.I  2                                        _f 
                   0.3940 vp (   a•
vJ 
    The ratio of the horizontal and the vertical displacements  (14,1w) at z 0, however, is 
not modified or quite the same in the case of pure elastic. 
    The velocity of propagation in the x direction and the damping coefficient in the case 
of X = is given in Table (6. 1) and Fig. (6. 2). 
     4. Equations (6. 5)  and (6. 6) are solved for  2 , P , a andOtp, if vp, v„corre- 
sponding to  Pp and  vs respectively, which represent the frequencies of the longitudinal and 
transverse waves respectively,  and  as corresponding to  vs. The solutions are 
 X + 2,u,vp21 + 
                          \I +  c(91 (v,2 '5211P1                     2 1ocs2Pp2\1—ccs2742 i), 
  = v,2(1 cxs2vs2 
                            1(x.s2vs.  (6. 15) 
 (  ccp  =  1  up2 
 as  ) 1 —  Ots2 X +  2,u,  , 
 a2  =  4  2s2 v2(1 —  G(S2  Vs2                      1 + as2 1  +  as2  vs2 ). 
As  as is generally very small (6. 15) can be transformed to 
                      X  +  2tz 2  1 2 Vc2                                       (,1,+ 4 ocs                                                              PP 
  — v32(1 +ocs2  v52) 
  (6.  16) 
                                                                   vs2 
                                0 C p vs(1 +  cc,2 v
v,s22                            GCs Vp 
                                                  v 2 and                            a=vs (1 +CAs2 
                                                                       vs 
     After K.  WADAT  I  Vi, =  5  x  105 cm/sec and  vs  —  2.79 x  105  cm/sec and for the maximum 
motion the damping coefficient is  0.007-0.003 x  10-5 per cm. As in the near earthquake the 
maximum motion appears in the transverse waves,  as may be the order of  10-5 per cm. After 
F.  OMORI the ratio of periods in the longitudinal waves to that of the transverse waves is 
nearly  1  : 1.1. Using these data,   Pand a can be calculated. The results of cal-           P
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culation are as  shown in Table (6. 2).
 Table. (6. 2)
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     The longitudinal waves damp more slowly than the transverse waves do as the epi-
central distance increases. The ratio of the amplitude of the longitudinal waves  (At) to that 
of the transverse waves (As) increases rapidly, therefore, with the increasing epicentral distances 
as shown in Table (6. 3).
Table (6. 3)  AA/As
 ----...,Epicentral  Distance 
 in km 
 asx10-8
10 100 1000
 1 1.0004  1.0044 1.045 1.556










5 1.0022 1.0224 1.247 9.120
6 1.0026  1.0269 1.303 14.16
7 1.0031  1.0314
 
-  1.362 21.98
8 1.0035  1.0360 1.425 34.43
9 1.0040  1.0406 1.489 53.58
10 1.0044 1.0452  1,556 83.18
